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The midterm is multiple choice. You have 50 minutes to complete it. Please
write the answer in capital block letters. If the letter is not clear, it will be marked
as wrong. Each answer is worth 1 point. Wrong answers and blank answers are
both worth zero points. Turn in the answer sheet, but keep the questions for
future reference.
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1. Craig spends his entire budget. He can just a®ord 10 apples and 7 pears.
He can also just a®ord 20 apples and 2 pears. If income is 12, then what is
the price of an apple?
(a) 1
(b) 2
(c) .50
(d) .75
(e) none of the above.

2. Assume that px = 1 and py = 2. What is utility as a function of income for
utility u(x; y) =

p
x+ 2y for income m larger than 1.

(a) 2m¡ 1
2

(b) 2m+ 1
2

(c) m¡ 1
4

(d) m+ 1
4

(e) m+ 1
2

3. David has utility function U(x; y) = minf3x;3yg. He has 13 units of good x
and 9 units of y. Aner's utility function for the same two goods is U(x; y) =
2x+ 2y. Aner has 6 units of x and 15 units of y. The current allocation is
(a) Pareto optimal and envy free (neither envies the allocation of the other).
(b) Not Pareto optimal and not envy free.
(c) Pareto optimal and not envy free.
(d) Not Pareto optimal and envy free.
(e) Since they have di®erent preferences, there is not enough information
to determine the answer.

4. One can prove that the following utility u(x; y) = x2+4y is not homothetic
with the following example a = (1; 2), b = (2;1) and
(a) k = ¡1
(b) k = 1=4
(c) k = 2
(d) There is no k such that this example will work. It would require di®er-
ence choices of a and b.
(e) One can't come up with a counter example since the utility is homo-
thetic.
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5. Tracy lives in Exeter and has utility function of 2x + 3y. Prices are both
1 and his income is 18. Suddenly the price of good y doubles. How much
additional money must we give him to restore his utility to the old level?
(a) 0
(b) 6
(c) 9
(d) 12
(e) 18

6. Tracy's clone lives in New York and also has utility function of 2x+3y. In
New York, prices are still both 1 and income is 18. How much money must
we take away from him to get to the original Tracy's utility (after the price
change)?
(a) 0
(b) 6
(c) 9
(d) 12
(e) 18

7. Dan is deciding which country to settle in. He has utility over two goods
u(x; y) = 3x + y. He is considering three countries: UK, United States,
and Australia. Prices and his potential income vary depending upon the
countries. For Australia, (px; py; m) = (1; 1;10). For the USA, (px; py;m) =
(5; 2; 30). For the UK, (px; py; m) = (2;5;30).

What are Dan's preferences?

(a) USA > Australia > UK
(b) UK > Australia > USA
(c) Australia > USA = UK
(d) USA = UK > Australia
(e) None of the above

8. Dieter is also making the same decision and faces similar prices and in-
come to Dan. However, his utility is u(x; y) = px ¢ y. What are Dieter's
preferences over countries?

(a) USA > Australia > UK
(b) UK > Australia > USA
(c) Australia > USA = UK
(d) USA = UK > Australia
(e) None of the above
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9. Valentina is also making the same decision as above. Her utility is u(x; y) =
minf2x; yg. What are Valentina's preferences over countries?

(a) USA > Australia > UK
(b) UK > Australia > USA
(c) Australia > USA = UK
(d) USA = UK > Australia
(e) None of the above

10. Which of these preferences does not represent a preference ordering of per-
fect substitutes?

(a) x2 + 3x + 3y + 2xy + y2
(b) minfx + y; x2 + y2 + 2xyg
(c) x2 + 3xy + y2
(d) They are all perfect substitues.
(e) More than one of the above
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